
July 17, 1974 

H aro14,.. 

Here's what I could come up with. This is a xerox of a$ xerox of etc. 
You have all of the $1008, but lose 1 $50 and 1 single on the last 
page. I don't know where the originals are. 

They wouldn't copy the inventory sheets for me. They were 2nd or 3rd 
copies and very faint. 

According to the sheet there were $1004100/ ten $50s/ two $20s/ 
2 108/ one $5 and 16, ones..If you look at the inventory sheet'-' 
xeroxed, you'll see it also includes one $2. 

-All of the omney was in a woman's purse. Inside the purse was a 
"red wallet" which included the cheek book and the $1008. The rest of 
the cash was in a *small red wallet." 

They also listed fragments of a black coat, a brown wig and abrown 
sweater, which were all destroyed, according to the record. 

Other items included: 

,------1•14n$0 4 slanted rows of diamonds, 3 in each raw, inscribed 
inSide "sept, 7, 1940" 14-K. 

1 yellow metal ring with initials DLH, inscribed inside "semper 
fidelis" or how ever its applied, 

1 yellow bracelet. I couldn't make it out but it looked like 
it said with a au uruguain coin.? 

I bracelet with four charms, "lime *Kevin**David* and *Saint 
Joan." (2?) 

L yellow metal bracelet. (no other description.) 

She wore a 38-b bra with a sears label. and a St. Thomas brand white 
blouse with brown flowers print. 

All tl-As was from thin copies, badly printed and faint. Some I couldn't 
make out. TIN It strikes me immediately that there should be more in her 
purse than the bills. there was nothing else listed. One of the guys 
who inventoried the money told me they called the FBI about the cash 
and they came over, looked at it, counted it, took numbers but didn't 
seem too interested. They don't remember if it was banded. This stuff 
was all tossed together and there could he something missing. 

Hope this helps. I'll try to see if I can find better copies of the 
actual sheets. 


